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Florida
Power
C ORPO R ATION

December 5, 1986
3F1286-01

Dr. J. Nelson Grace
Regional Administrator, Region II
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta Street N.W., Suite 2900
At1anta, GA 30323

Subject: Crystal River Unit 3
Docket No. 50-302
Operating License No. DPR-72
NRC Inspection Report No. 86-06
Revised Response

Dear Sir:

Based on discussions with your staff, Florida Power. Corporation provides
the attached as our revised response to the subject inspection report to
replace our submittal of October 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

i
1 f

R.q jWidell
Manager, Nuclear Operations
Licensing and Fuel Management
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FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION
REVISED RESPONSE

*

INSPECTION REPORT 86-06

VIOLATION 86-06-01

Technical Specification 6.12.1.a stated that a High Radiation Area insvhich
the radiation intensity is greater than 100 mrem per hour but less than 1000
mrem per hour shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted as a High Radiation
Area and entrance shall be controlled by issuance of a Radiation Work Permit
and any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas shall
be provided with a radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates
the radiation dose rate in the area.

Contrary to the above, on January 28, 1986 a radiation worker,was present in
the Triangle Room, a posted High Radiation Area with dose rates'up to 350 mrem
per hour, and did not possess a radiation monitoring device which continuously
indicated the radiation dose rate in the area.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

RESPONSE

1. FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION'S POSITION

Florida Power Corporation agrees the violation occurred as stated.

2. APPARENT CAUSE

The cause of this violation is attributed to an isolated occurrence of
failure to follow procedure.

This determination was made as the result of an interview conducted with
the employee following the incident. During the course of this inter-
view, the employee freely admitted that he was aware of all the require-
ments for entry into a High Radiation Area, including the requirement for
a dose rate monitoring device, which at the time of the violation was -

located at the entrance to the High Radiation Area.

The area had just been surveyed by the Health Physics staff, and the dose
rate in the area occupied by the employee was approximately 10 mrem /
hour. The employee was in the area for approximately one minute.

3. CORRECTIVE ACTION

Immediate corrective action was to remove the individual from the High
Radiation Area.

4. DATE OF FULL COMPLIANCE

FPC was in full compliance as of January 29, 1986 when disciplinary
actions were completed.

5. ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE

The individual involved was disciplined by his supervisor.
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VIOLATION 8S-06-02.

' -10 CFR 20.311 required tb t ar.y licensee who transfers radioactive waste to a
: t. land -disposal facility to prepare all wastes so that they are classified

Aaccordin<j to 10 CFR 51.557*
.,+: ,

,

_' 10 CFR .61.5S'a)(8) stated that the concentration of a radionuclide may be
.,' determi;ned by indirect methods such as the use of scaling factors which relate
,

the inferred concentration of one radionuclide to another nuclide that is
. measured if |there is reasonable assurance that the indirect method can be
correlated with actual measdrements.

P

'

. Contrary to the above, cn Septem er 26, 1985 and Janury 23, 1986 compactedb

dry active waste was shipped, the waste classificatun of which was deter-
mined, based on scaling factors derived from radionuclide ratios in reactor-

coolant, without . easonable , assurance that the radionuclide distribution of,

/ dry active waste' could ;be correlated to actual rieasurements of reactor
coolant. 4

- -

,

This is a Severity Level IV yiolation (Supplement IV).

RESPONSE

1. FLORIDA. POWER CORPORATION'S POSITION

Florida Power. Corporation (FPd) concurs that ret.sonable assurance was not
shown to the Inspector that the radionuclide distribution of dry active
waste (DAW) could be correlated to actual measurements of reactor
coolants .

,
,
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L , A) PARENT CA SE OF VIOLSTION ;il 4

- this violation was caused by a misunderstanding concerning what data
anslysis is necessary to provide reasonable passurance that the RCS
activity .,ca,n be correlated to DAW activity!

-

,
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3. CORRECTIVE ACTIONs

4 FPC will aggressively . pursu'e the following program to characterize the,

radionuclide distribution. in compacted DAW:
' y

.

1) A bi-weekly smear progfam has been initiated which takes smears from'

- * areas representative of the compacted DAW being generated.'

- i

* 2) These ' smears will be composited until December 31, 1986.

- 3) These composites will be sent to an off-site laboratory for detailed
analysis of. teta emitters and transuranic isotopes.

.

4) This analys[s should be completed by March 1,1987.

5) The analysis' will be reviewed and scaling factors developed by March
31, 1987. '
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Th:reaft:r, th:se scaling factors combined wi th a weekly isotopic.

analysis of the smear composite for gama emitter distribution will be,

utilized to characterize the CR-3 compacted DAW.
.

Prior to March 31, 1987, FPC will characterize the radionuclide distribu-
tion in compacted DAW as follows:

,

To obtain the gamma emitter distribution, an isotopic analysis will be
performed on the weekly smear composite which will be used in conjunction
with the present scaling factors (determined from th'e miscellaneous waste
storage tank) to determine the waste classification.

To ensure consistency of the characterization of DAW at CR-3, non- i

compactible, non-activated, contaminated waste will be characterized in
the same manner as compacted DAW.

4. DATE OF FULL COMPLIANCE

Based on the above program, FPC is now in full compliance.

5. ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE

The above corrective action will be sufficient to prevent recurrence.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Item 1, of Enclosure 1 to your September 29, 1986 letter referenced an
apparent failure to have a proceduralized method : in place for determining
radionuclide concentrations on dry active waste by use of. scaling
factors. On April 29, 1986, the applicable procedure was changed to
require the proper methodology.


